
Elemental LED Launches Several New
Products

The all new precision engineered BLAZE X is the newly
enhanced LED tape light, leading the industry in
lighting performance and quality.

BLAZE®™Tape Light Family Expanded for
More Coverage

RENO, NEVADA, UNITED STATES,
October 2, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Elemental LED, a leading U.S. based
engineering and technology company
that manufactures LED lighting
solutions announced today the
addition of several new options to the
BLAZE™ Tape Light portfolio that span
across a variety price points, lumen
outputs, voltage platforms, light
performance and fidelity, efficiency,
warranty terms, and more. Elemental
LED provides a wide variety of superior
quality linear, task, and accent LED
lighting solutions for all types of
applications under the Diode LED
product brand. 

Elemental LED introduces the all new
precision engineered Diode LED
BLAZE™ X-Range, the enhanced version
of the BLAZE and FLUID VIEW Tape
Light families with several key
improvements. BLAZE X-Range has 95+
CRI and higher R-Values that provides
perfect color precision, superior long-
lasting performance, and all with the Diode LED 12-year warranty. The X-Range comes in a vast
variety of higher efficiency lumen outputs (100-1000) for any application with far surpassed
quality. When precision performance matters, X-Range is the right choice.  

We are extremely proud of
the work our engineering
and product development
teams have done to design
and engineer these new
product lines to meet our
customer needs.”

Chris Le Blanc

Elemental LED also recently launched BLAZE™ Basics – the
new value engineered tape light leveraging the advances in
efficient, cleaner technology, newer circuit design,
streamlined manufacturing, and economies of scale.
Featuring 90+ CRI, this expansion of the Diode LED tape
light family is backed by a 7-year warranty and the well-
known service and support of Diode LED at an extremely
attractive price point.

“We continually make advancements in the latest LED
technology with our new products,” said Chris Le Blanc,
President of Elemental LED. “We are extremely proud of

the work our engineering and product development teams have done to design and engineer

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.elementalled.com/
https://www.diodeled.com/
https://www.diodeled.com/blaze-x-led-tape-light.html


these new product lines to meet our customer needs.”

About Elemental LED:  
Elemental LED, founded in 2008, is a leading North American based engineering and technology
company with offices in Nevada, California, China and the United Kingdom. We manufacture an
extensive high-quality portfolio of lighting, power supplies, and controls. We specialize in
superior patented linear, accent, and task LED lighting featuring unparalleled CRI and R values
with flawless, and vibrant high-fidelity color rendering. We are proud to be America's largest
provider of low voltage linear LED lighting, inspiring lighting professionals with our innovative
technology, unmatched quality, and best-in-class customer experience.
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